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Along with the development of the society, competition intensifies, the increase of
consumer demand, the traditional hand drawing and single user CAD plan form
already cannot satisfy consumers, neither as the bridge of the professionals and
laypeople, cannot satisfy people to the space environment more perceptual,
instinct and rational demand, thus reducing the efficiency of the design personnel.
So how to make the effect of interior design to do the most intuitive display, how
to let target with consumers in the form of a free walk any watch in interior design,
and see the bright spot of interior design to convey visually pleasant, satisfy
people's aesthetic demand higher. There is no doubt also became a problem to
be solved.
    In this paper, from the point of view of 3 d virtual reality, expounds the concept
of virtual reality display design, characteristics, expression, application scope and
basic types, analyzes the three dimensional modeling speed, panoramic visual
display technologies such as the advantages and disadvantages. By comparing
the high-profile ikea design software on the Internet, exchange of space design
software, drag drag my creative home design software such as interior design
website application examples are analyzed based on 3 d modeling of virtual
display technology applied to indoor display design.
    Based on the example room they hotel interior design case and the sofa in the
model library as the example, panoramic view of technology and 3 d modeling
technology of indoor display design to verify the feasibility of using accurate
perspective drawing and painting skills, the three dimensional space into a 3 d 2 d
images, make customer feel the effect of the design of the project ahead of time.
This study for the new economic development under the condition of indoor
furniture display stand, and provides the design for the interior design industry
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